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Errorless ID for Everyone; Lightspeed Whitepaper  

 

Abstract 

Lightspeed ID delivers the capability to achieve astronomic levels of accuracy ensuring 100% error-free 

identification over both regional and national scale ID operations.  Only when the ID pass-threshold is 

set at an exceptionally high mark will the user’s ID and privacy be fully protected which thereby 

eliminates ID fraud or attempted reuse by surreptitious biometric theft.  Lightspeed fuses biometrics of 

both irides combined with the full face from a single image producing accuracy that vastly exceeds the 

necessarily high pass-threshold setting.  Simultaneously, Lightspeed also produces a low False Reject 

Rate because the fusion distribution scores exceed the pass-threshold with abundant margin.  A single 

rack of servers achieves national scalability with zero latency and 1~2 second response time.  

Lightspeed’s back-end server shares commonality with the Aadhaar system validating iris biometric 

processes demonstrating error-free capability.   The Aadhaar UIDAI system processes more than 1 

trillion matches per day for the 1.2 billion enrolled population of India.  However, Lightspeed’s user-

facing front end is distinctly different when solving the ergonomically natural multibiometric in a single, 

miniaturized device that includes a liveness security check.  Elimination of legacy hardware components 

reduces Lightspeed’s size and cost.  The single image processing method simplifies throughput efficiency 

and tighter digital security throughout the system.  User convenience is the hallmark of Lightspeed 

Technology.  This whitepaper announces “Errorless ID for Everyone” to describe how each element 

completes the system that no other technology suite offers for user convenience and privacy protection.  

Lightspeed highlights follow: 

• Astronomical levels of accuracy producing error-free ID at regional and national scale 

• Fusion of face and both irides performs for everyone, even those totally blind (face only w/ LST) 

• Miniature, low-cost camera and illuminator in three forms (USB-cam, embedded, portable) 

• Touch free, hygienic, ergonomic 

• Ensures security & privacy eliminating ID fraud and biometric theft 

• Quick and easy.  Performs with eyeglasses, sunlight/shadows and in the dark 

 

Introduction 

This paper is specifically tailored to prepare the Chief Technology Officer for informed discussions about 

implementing biometrics.  It is extensive but it fulfills a promise to deliver a comprehensive 

understanding of how to implement successful biometrics.  A cacophony of confusion results from 

https://uidai.gov.in/
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treating biometrics as some sort of homogeneous ID solution set.   Nothing could be further from reality.  

The driving issues are exposed and explained.   There are inexpensive fingerprint modules and a full 

range of biometric devices including biometric kiosks nearly the size of a soda can dispenser costing tens 

of thousands of dollars.  The explanation and details that follow reveal pointed considerations of how a 

regional or national scale system provides 100% accurate, fraud-proof and private identification. This 

whitepaper demystifies perceived misunderstandings while also exposing valid concerns about 

inappropriately implemented biometric systems.  One of these important points includes how a person’s 

public identity is protected from “Big Brother” type personal protection concerns amid conflicting 

criticisms. This is all clarified in the simplest way possible.  And yet there is a myriad of aspects included 

to fully discriminate the right solution provoking understanding appropriate for a new paradigm. 

Establishing the Requirements for Errorless ID at National Scale 

Let’s begin by unfolding the single most important point; determining the proper value for the true 

match threshold that guarantees error free performance.  Let’s say there are roughly 350 million people 

in the United States population including about 30 million visitors.  Determining where the bar should be 

set for national errorless identification (ID) is straightforward math, but with large numbers involved. To 

ensure that a person is identified 100% correctly out of the entire US population, the minimum “pass” 

(or match) threshold is set to compare (preferably quickly) all 350 million people cross-checked against 

the same 350 million records. 

The error-free math can be expressed as “less than 1 error while cross-checking 350M times 350M”.  

The simplest math expression is <1/(350X10E6)2, or as we can say, “less than one error over 350 million 

squared”.  <1/(350M)2 calculates to less than 1 error in 1.2 x 1017 comparisons. Or, if you prefer, a 

degree of identification accuracy that prevents a single error in 12,000,000,000,000,000 comparisons. 

The concrete math also allows for a divide by two (2) that accounts for the 350M pair-wise comparisons.  

Therefore, the specification for the required system error rate is <10E-17.  Repeating for emphasis, the 

100% accurate, error-free pass threshold for US national scale ID is <10E-17. 

Now that the 10E-17 national error-free bar is set; how 

can this seemingly impossible goal be achieved and quickly 

too?  The answer lies in biometrics, but more specifically, 

the fusion of multi-biometrics using an individual’s face 

and both eyes that achieves and exceeds this extreme 

goal. Biometric performance includes a metric called the 

False Accept Rate (FAR) which refers to the frequency of false match occurrences over the population 

compared.  Applying the national scale errorless threshold of 10E-17 to avoid any possibility of a false 

match means that the biometric fusion FAR score for each individual being matched must be better than 

10E-17.  In short, the composite FAR<10E-17 fusion score is required for each and every attempted 

match, produced instantly and consistently. 

This still seems extraordinary, so what proof exists to support daily needs without causing new and 

unwelcome disruptions?  The answer lies within the world’s second most populous country, India, with 

1.2 billion people who are already processing more than one trillion iris cross checks per day, error-free.  

India’s Aadhaar UIDAI national identification system is saving tens of billions of dollars compared to 

Insight: To achieve error-free ID for a 

regional ID system of 5M people, for 

example, requires a similarly difficult 

pass threshold of at least FAR<10E-13. 
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previous old-fashioned and flawed ID methods.  We know the system not only delivers on its original 

promises, but moreover the beneficial applications of the system continue to emerge. 

Biometric Accuracy 

The term “bio-metric” means life-measurement.  It is a self-revealing descriptor.  In the case of 

Lightspeed ID, multi-biometrics are used from both irides (irides is the plural form of iris) combined with 

the facial biometric.  The total composite score is the mathematical fusion of three completely 

independent biometric scores.   Each iris is completely different from each other and are uncorrelated to 

the facial features.  In fact, each left and right iris are as different from each other as they are different 

from all other irides throughout the whole human population including between a pair of identical 

twins.  The level of iris uniqueness is a staggering number to explain, so here it goes. 

When beginning to understand iris uniqueness some people say, “Oh, so it’s like a fingerprint”.  Well, 

yes and no.  Fingerprints are unique, but only to approximately 1 in 1000 mathematical uniqueness 

using an electronic sensor along with digital comparison processes.  As a result, anyone could expect to 

be misidentified with approximately 10 others if only a single fingerprint were compared to 10,000 

others electronically.  Yet, a single fingerprint can be highly effective for 1-to-1 verification on a cell 

phone or laptop.  However, a single fingerprint is not so remarkably unique when utilized on a mass 

scale using 1-to-many ID process that performs an exhaustive search comparing the “probe” template to 

all other stored templates.  A single fingerprint approach attempting a national error-free ID would 

produce an enormous error gap that would generate one true match along with approximately 2 million 

false matches per person with no means to distinguish the authentic match from the 2M electronic 

impostors.  Repeating, a single electronic fingerprint is unique to one in one-thousand (1/1000), which is 

expressed as the biometric FAR of 10E-3.  Using shorthand math to prepare for the uniqueness of iris 

described next; one in one-million FAR is mathematically expressed as 10E-6, one in one-billion is 10E-9, 

and one in one-trillion is 10E-12, etc. 

In comparison, the uniqueness of a single iris using electronic 

comparison processes for a best-case iris image peaks-out at a value of 

10E-78.  10E-78 iris uniqueness is one over one with seventy-eight 

zeros!  However, in a real-world scenario, a full iris image with no eyelid 

occlusions is not likely.  Therefore, a partial iris image yields 

proportionally less accuracy than the full maximum.  Yet a typical 

partial iris image produces a FAR accuracy with an enormously large 

Tutorial: For readers interested in a refresher about exponent mathematics, the figures are treated 

point by point so the math doesn’t soar past too swiftly.  When numbers get astronomical large, the 

focus goes to the exponent portion of the figure, which is the value following the ‘10E’, or “10 raised 

to the Exponent” value that follows ‘E’.  You may have been previously thinking while reading the 

establishment of the error-free threshold that 10E-17 is one-over an enormous number; and you are 

completely correct. 1/10E17 is numerically extensive containing seventeen zeros in the denominator.  

Note using complete mathematical symbols for fullest understanding, the minus sign expressed in the 

error threshold 10E-17 is equal to one-over-10E+17 (or, 10E-17 = 1/10E+17).  When these values grow 

so large the value preceding the ‘10E’ is dropped and rounded to the nearest exponent.  For example, 

when it is said there are about a billion stars in average galaxy, the value is simply expressed as 10E9. 
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number of zeros in the denominator.  Therefore, actual iris imaging meets and exceeds the 

requirements for national scale ID, especially when both irides are used. 

Now, using both best case iris images the fusion of both irides produces 10E-78 squared uniqueness, or 

the new dual-iris peak value of 10E-156 (one hundred and fifty-six zeros in the denominator).  This 

number gets even larger still when the facial biometric score is fused with the irides score.  Together the 

maximum full-scale uniqueness produced by fusing the three biometric scores is 10E-171 (the 

exponent in the denominator is one hundred and seventy-one zeros). This implausible number 

assumes a perfect image, which is not typical, at least not consistently.   

Nevertheless, a consistently high accuracy value is produced 
relating to an imaged set of partial irides with the usual 
amount of eyelid occlusion.  The theoretical maximum 
accuracy of the number of zeros possibly produced becomes 
mostly academic, so long as it reliably produces a minimum 
of seven zeros per iris, or 10E-14 for both irides. Successful 
iris performance for error-free ID of FAR<10E-17 fully 
exploits iris out to the very last authentic iris using proven 
values (Match: Either iris HD≤0.30 OR both HDs≤0.74) [1].  
Lightspeed operations in day-to-day, real-world conditions typically produces fusion scores ranging 
between 10E-20 and 10E-60.  A single image using the Lightspeed ID with specially designed near 
infrared light can readily pick anyone out of the world’s population error-free because there are “only” 
10E10 (10 billion) people on earth.  Take some time to wrap your head around these figures because it is 
likely that this is a completely new vista of numbers you’ve probably never contemplated before. 
 
Biometric accuracy boils down to one simple item.  In order to perform well using one-to-many 

biometric ID for a small regional system, the everyday FAR performance must consistently score better 

than FAR<10E-17.  This is because a threshold setting must be at least FAR<10E-13 and then another 

FAR <10E-4 should be allocated to achieve the minimum acceptable FRR performance level.  This 

minimum level of performance ensures the system performs reliably well for each use.  Only the 

inclusion of the iris biometric meets this highly demanding requirement.  The application benefits story 

builds upon this astronomic foundation of rich fusion meeting the FAR<10E-17 “pass” requirement. 

The table below compares the typical accuracy and performance of different biometrics types. 

No. Biometric Typ. 
FAR 

Typ. FRR Scalability Comment 

1 Voice 10E-2 1%~10% 1:1 only 1:1 is by credential verification only 

2 Fingerprint 10E-3 <1% 1:1 only Single fingerprint 

3 Face (typical) 10E-4 ~1% ≤ 100 Optimum pose, variable illumination 

4 Palm vein 10E-5 2%~5% ≤ 320 Max FAR 10E-7. FAR not vetted 

 List above verifies an ID credential/card.   List below performs true identification (no credentials) 

5 4 fingerprints 10E-12 2%~4% ≤ 10E5 “Slap” type live-scan device 

6 Face (best) 10E-13 ~1% ≤ 10E6 Constrained, hi-res. w/ Lightspeed 

7 Single iris 10E-20 ~1% ≤ 10E10 Maximum FAR<10E-78 [1] 

8 DNA (for ref. only) 10E-23 N/A N/A Typ. contamination, not instant 

9 Two fused irides 10E-40 ~2% Global pop. Maximum FAR<10E-156 

10 Lightspeed fusion 10E-43 <0.5% Global pop. Maximum FAR<10E-171 
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Lightspeed ID reduces the 6% single iris False Negative Identification Rate/False Reject Rate (FNIR/FRR) 
group to nearly 1% by eliminating specular reflections and other systemic problems to deliver a best-of-
the-best performance that is already shown to achieve a single iris FRR of 1.4% [3].  Lightspeed applies 
an additional step; it reclaims and combines two lesser irides scores with face [4, 5 & 6] to ensure 100% 
ID accuracy.  The fusion FRR is thereby reduced to <0.5%.  An in-depth and more comprehensive 
discussion of FAR & FRR affecting authentics and impostors is provided at the end of this paper. 

 
Anonymous Identification 

This section nearly risks double jeopardy for endeavoring to add even more astonishing information.  

The previous section already provided astounding figures that are mind-bending for many readers to 

comprehend.  Now this section explains anonymous identification which can cause yet another reaction 

as the human brain attempts to comprehend this presumed impossibility. Most would think anonymous 

identification is simply impossible because it could be seen as a hypocritical oxymoron.  But again, get 

ready to digest yet another new constellation forming within your astronomically large and growing 

biometric perspective. 

One’s true identity can be a complex question on many levels.  Even a name can be complex as multiple 

aliases are likely derived and used from a first name(s), middle name(s), and last name(s) including any 

variety of typos.  Yet the Lightspeed biometric system doesn’t know who 

anyone is from a name or a demographic information perspective.  For 

example, individuals are simply record number ‘123…’ to the biometric 

system. We call this identifying number your Biometric Identification Number 

(BIN).  Your BIN will be 12 digits long to accommodate everyone in the human 

population.  The BIN is a meaningless number that is unique to you only.  

Insight: Exactly what accuracy level is good enough for an ID application?  After all, some identification 

systems claim to be over 98% accurate.  Scoring 98% is definitely an excellent outcome for an 

academic test setting, so why wouldn’t 98% or even 99% accuracy be acceptably proficient for an ID 

system?  The following answer explains the critical difference and its immeasurable impacts. 

If a test is found to have 1 or 2 wrong, that might be completely acceptable especially when the 1 or 2 

erroneous results can be recognized and corrected.  However, for ID systems, this is not possible.  It is 

not known which 1% or 2% errors are actually the incorrect ones (that could otherwise be corrected).  

The system impact of 2% ID errors cannot be isolated, or contained. Latent ID errors spill across the 

entire system including downstream dependencies.  Therefore, any non-zero error rate within an ID 

system necessarily indict all ID results, causing all results to be equally suspicious in error.  Non-

repudiation becomes impossible.  Furthermore, the system impacts of a small error rate multiplies as 

it propagates.  Very small error rates can have endless consequences with high costs and major 

disruptions.    The errors do eventually surface though untimely for any impact mitigation.  The Pareto 

Principle illuminates the key operating issue to separate those "vital few" activities from the "useful 

many" activities.  Fixing recurring errors after the impacts are realized is an endless drain on resources 

and expenses.  Avoiding ID system errors yields the best return on investment further enhanced by 

efficiency benefits.  Errorless ID is the simplest ID avoiding ballooning expenses from credentialed ID 

or card based biometric verification (1:1) systems that are ineffective against multiple-identity fraud. 
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Once your living biometrics are matched to your BIN record, the BIN can be electronically handed off to 

any authorized application.  The Cloud hosts the biometric search engine from which the cluster of 

servers collectively searches at the blazing speed of 2 billion records per second.  In an electronic blink 

of time, the output of the biometric system could be expressed in human terms as, “BIN 123… is now 

present at IP Address 456…”.  This digital ID packet is sent to the parent application. 

After biometric identification completes, the connected 

application takes over the display and control of the secure, 

private digital session established between the user and the 

authorized application.  The Lightspeed ID server preserves 

privacy.  The PrivateID server doesn’t know anyone’s name, 

gender, age, religion, address, affiliations, etc., nor does it 

need any demographic information in order to consistently 

perform at full accuracy.  To Lightspeed ID, your eyes and facial features are all the information that is 

needed to accurately match your living uniqueness to your BIN.  The matched BIN is 100% correct for all 

users each and every time.  As strange as it may sound, anonymous identification is a real and a bona 

fide term.  Lightspeed keeps individuals’ biometric information completely isolated from the many 

applications that contain all your other personal data.  PrivateID data separation and isolation is an 

important aspect for ensuring everyone’s current and future privacy. 

In short, the parent application knows for sure who the user is and importantly the user knows for sure 

it’s the user’s authorized application.  Then after ID completes the Lightspeed PrivateID silently exits 

from the digital process.  Subsequently the user is in full control of the remote, private, secure session, 

exchanging data between the parent application and the user.  No others in the digital universe can 

access any private user data. 

Impostors not allowed; Identity Fraud Prevention 

Identity fraud prevention – Wow, these are welcome words, finally!  Because the fusion match scores 

exceed the required threshold value, the resultant performance functions serve as a highly effective ID 

fraud check.  ID fraud prevention is 100% effective for all connected applications.  Upon initial biometric 

enrollment, the presumed-to-be-new irides biometrics are first checked against all existing ones by an 

exhaustive search to confirm that the user has not been previously enrolled.  Again, because irides are 

so unique, false matches are guaranteed not to occur.  If an iris matches a previous record, the newly 

attempted enrollment is rejected since a BIN is already assigned to the user.  This initial exhaustive 

search check prevents multiple identities, including all others from attempting to masquerade as 

another person, guaranteed.  Again, one’s living facial features are electronically bound to the unique 

BIN within the biometric system and then is securely daisy-chained to all of the connected applications.  

Personal demographic information is not included as it is strictly the business of the individual and their 

trusted applications.  An individual can choose to be John or Jane Smith to App-A, or conversely choose 

John S. or Jane S. Smith to App-B.  Likewise, a person can choose to be named otherwise using a 

preferred nickname like James or Jenny Smith, or any other name that remains segregated and 

confidential information shared only between the individual and any number of supporting Apps.  The 

biometric system is not involved beyond securely sending one’s BIN to any authorized application.  In 

short, everyone is strictly limited to only one unique BIN for the many and varied personalized 

applications.  How each person chooses to relate to their many apps is strictly their own personal 

Insight: For a regional system of 5M 

people, a single server searching at 

only 200M records/sec provides 

sufficient capability ensuring zero 

latency with 1~2 second response. 
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business and never the business of the ID system itself.  Accordingly, the Lightspeed search engine in the 

Cloud is called PrivateID reflecting its true, private nature. 

Because the biometric process starts with checking liveness, others attempting to steal your identity will 

be unsuccessful for any Lightspeed connected application.  More is explained later on about how the old 

notion of stealing one’s identifiers is no longer a threat, as if one’s “identity” were a social security 

number (SSN) or some other personal credential.   Legacy apps that still use and accept credentials 

cannot protect against credential theft, now more commonly called ID theft.  “Identity theft” should be 

more appropriately called credential theft since that is what it truly is.  Only those apps that use 

Lightspeed ID protect and preserve the user’s biometric identity ending ID theft permanently. 

Non-repudiation 

The term non-repudiation surely might qualify as one of those sophisticated, ten-dollar words.  But do 

not underestimate its significance; it’s definitely not to be confused with yet another puzzling buzzword.  

This important term is introduced to understand what ‘Identify’ or ‘Identification’ truly means.   We all 

recognize the rampantly growing ID theft that our credential identity has proven to be a poor substitute 

for our true identity.  A credential should be more accurately labeled as an identifier. However, 

recognizing this includes one critical fault; our personal credentials are only a proxy for our true 

identities.  Repudiation is the claim that starts with “It wasn’t me that __(fill in the blank)__”.   

Attempting to refute a repudiation claim is ultimately hopeless with a credentialed ID system because 

proper accounting can only prove the right credentials were used, through perhaps loaned or stolen 

credentials (therefore possibly not the real ID).  True identity cannot be proven using credentials for any 

authorized transaction and as a result we see “identity theft” as the new black plague leaving no one 

immune.  Let’s first recognize “identity theft” as an erroneous label itself masking the core issue.  It’s 

high time to unmask the traitor in our midst!  Any true ID solution must provide the capability for 

indisputable non-repudiation and be able to provide it instantly too. 

Non-repudiation is the counter-claim process in response to the initial claim of, “It wasn’t me that __(fill 

in the blank)__”.  False repudiation claims are propagated using credentialed identity systems that are 

vulnerable to borrowing, loaning, and theft like SSNs readily acquired through the on-line black market.  

In contrast, the biometric system records the transaction information in the operating log including the 

biometric match score.  As a result, irrefutable scientific proof becomes instantly available for either 

countering a false claim or affirmatively and instantly providing a proof-positive record that person BIN 

123 was confirmed physically at XYZ location on a particular day and time (timestamp in digital 

transaction).  Once Lightspeed is operational, the recurring costs of the digital transactions approaches 

zero.  As a result of using biometrics, a proper invoice can be confidently and accurately paid on time 

which helps to avoid lengthy and costly post-error investigations.  Sometimes credentialed non-

repudiation problems occur in legacy systems by innocent typos.  Innocent typo mistakes within a 

credential system nevertheless become a serious personal threat to us all when an invoice is received by 

Question: Inspection can reveal that some so-called “Identification” or “Attribution” systems do not 

provide sufficient robustness to realize a satisfactory non-repudiation level.  If the information 

linkages of a digital ID system do not adequately prove the presence of a particular, living individual 

involved in a particular transaction, then the true value of the ID system is put in question. 
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the victim with their incorrect “identification”.  Lightspeed stops all ID fraud and eliminates mistakes for 

connected apps offering instant non-repudiation.  Lightspeed eliminates all ID errors and ID fraud. 

Doppelgängers 

Doppelgänger is yet another unusual and perhaps amusing term that is 

added to our biometric vocabulary.  Translated from the German 

language, Doppelgänger means “your ghost double”.  Doppelgänger has 

been adopted as the industry term relating to the technical 

misidentification challenge from digital look-alikes while applying the 

biometric processes.  Using electronic processing by a computer, your 

facial features have little resemblance as to how you see yourself in the 

mirror.  Envisioning a biometric face, think of one’s biometric facial 

features as 83 data points that could share similarity to any other 

person’s 83 facial data points.  Actor Will Farrell and drummer Chad 

Smith shown below are visually easy to spot as doppelgängers.  

However, digital doppelgängers occur for any biometric including fingerprint, palm, voice, face, eye, etc. 

The computerized identification information are digital templates and virtually impossible to spot or 

predict when expressed in the digital form as ones and zeros.  Doppelgängers are a very big problem for 

all biometrics! 

 

The doppelgänger technical challenge limiting biometric scalability is best introduced by way of 

starting with the classic Birthday Problem.  Restating the Birthday Problem, how many random people 

does it take before it is likely that two people share the same birthday?  The answer is 26.  Twenty-six is 

a surprisingly low number for the likelihood to be greater than 50% that two random people share the 

same birthday out of 365 date possibilities.  One type of low accuracy facial biometric imaging is called 
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Live-Faces-in-the-Wild (LFW) with a typical FAR score of 10E-3 (one in one-thousand).  Think of LFW 

facial images being acquired by a public camera from a distance.  Next, how many random LFW images 

does it take before it is likely that the faces of two different people are (mis)matched?  The answer is 38.  

Again, thirty-eight is surprisingly low.  So now extrapolate this statistical biometric birthday problem up 

to the national scale using a public camera generating LFW facial images generating poor FAR scores.  

LFW images applied to the national scale causes a goliath problem with approximately 10E8 (100 

million) facial doppelgängers existing in the biometric database for each person probed.  The math 

confirms LFW produces an enormous misidentification problem at the national scale that technology 

cannot solve.  LFW images are useless when applied to large scale ID systems and the authorities know 

this. 

But this isn’t making complete sense…yet 

This critical issue of low-FAR-score collision with doppelgängers raises a point of confusion because we 

hear in the news about growing public facial recognition installations.  Adding public facial recognition 

systems wouldn’t make sense if it cannot perform well due to the unavoidable LFW-doppelgänger 

problem.  Here’s how the two seemingly opposing facts are reconciled.  Using a limited number of most-

wanted list of faces probed in a public facial recognition system side-steps the 10E8 LFW doppelgänger 

issue almost entirely.  For example, if only 50 most-wanted facial photos are loaded into a localized 

search list, then the operating false match math drops to a highly manageable point where only a small 

number of (mis)matches would be expected to occur.  Matches infrequently occur and the false match 

occurrences are also of lower concern/impact, especially in trade for the benefits of catching a most 

wanted individual.  Appropriately, a most-wanted facial recognition system is also coupled to a human 

system for the civil authorities to investigate all (mis)matches.  It should be clear to the reader that a 

low-accuracy, most-wanted facial recognition system is a critically different application than an error-

free regional or national identification system especially when the peak processing rate approaches 10 

identifications per second.  A national ID system cannot tolerate or correct any ID errors. 

Disregarding the narrow purpose and scope of wanted-list ID application, digital doppelgängers 

categorically limits biometric scalability.  Now let’s understand the issues affecting LFW preventing 

increased accuracy while imaging from a distance. 

Physics of Photonics and Optics 

For suitable biometric iris image capture, the limitations of photonics 

(the science of light) and lens design constraints are uncompromising 

due to the physics of optics.  The miniature iris features that encode into 

the biometric template information are approximately the diameter of 

human hair or one-tenth of a millimeter.  Confounding the optics 

difficulty further, these miniature iris features are protected under the 

cornea which acts like a mirror.  The cornea produces reflections of the 

surrounding world like a reflective yard ball ornament. Corneal 

reflections are called the Purkinje reflections and they are nearly always 

present.  These reflections can mask the very iris patterns needed for 

precise biometrics.  Making matters worse, eyeglasses also duplicate 

these ruinous reflections, but considerably more and worse. 
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Optics limitations produce multiple technical 

challenges compounding and amplifying the 

difficulties for suitable iris imaging.  The 

practical difficulties compound and grow out of 

proportion beyond several feet from lens-to-

eye distance.  Other strict limitations include 

an off-axis constraint that demands nearly 

straight-on imaging directly in front of the 

user’s eyes.  High accuracy iris biometric 

success is achieved close-up and straight on, 

which forms an invisible and uncompromising 

personal protection and control zone around 

one’s true identity.  Successful Lightspeed 

operation requires full awareness and intimate 

cooperation for 3~5 seconds.  This cooperation becomes a form of affirmative personal consent to 

provide one’s ID.  It is an opt-in/out system for each transaction; the user is in full control providing their 

identity each and every time.  Without close-up user cooperation, there’s no other practical means to 

perform an authorized iris capture.  Consequently, surreptitious image capture from a distance becomes 

implausible especially when a liveness check is required. 

The sum 

total of all 

the 

limitations 

conspire to 

only allow 

close-up iris 

imaging 

with special 

near 

infrared 

lighting 

that Lightspeed provides with a momentary, red blink.  The notion of surreptitious iris biometric imaging 

“theft” goes extinct.  Beyond one’s own privacy zone, the imaging equipment is necessarily as large as a 

basketball and continues to grow unbounded proportional to the imaging distance.  There is no real 

threat to capture live irides in the wild (Note: The phrase ‘live Irides in the wild’ is used here, but the 

concept of it doesn’t exist in the industry that recognizes its impossibility).  However, a nefarious pair of 

individuals could attempt to “loan” their facial and iris features to others by attempting to cooperate 

using a still camera or video capture, but Lightspeed thwarts these artificial replication attempts.  In 

short, iris biometrics are used up close and personal, and doesn’t succeed at any off-axis angle or 

beyond a very small window of a few feet.  The constraints of physics for capturing the miniature iris 

features becomes an infallible copy-protection against replication attempts of one’s living facial 

biometrics. 
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Biometric templates 

Digital templates are stored in a biometric 

database operating in the Cloud.  

Templates are digital representations of 

your true biometrics.  Remember one’s true 

biometrics are measurements of the living 

facial features.  The fresh capture of your 

living biometrics are exhaustively matched 

against all biometric templates.  Then the 

matched template associates to your 

unique BIN.  The digital packet expires 

within seconds.  This matching process is 

securely completed “in the Cloud” before handing off your BIN.  Within the Lightspeed domain your 

‘App’ is referred to your parent app because the parent app is ultimately in control of the transaction 

that follows.  It is the parent app that calls for the biometric ID function launching the Lightspeed 

process which in turn receives the data result back including the BIN and IP address. 

Security 

Lightspeed security is multilayered; some of the security features are revealed to the public while other 

security layers are concealed and kept private.  Security layers include a liveness test (3~5 seconds of 

cooperation is required), source information including the device ID, a timestamp, a nonce which makes 

this transaction unique amongst all others, the IP address, the three templates (face & irides) all 

encrypted then secured for integrity by a Message Authentication Code (MAC), also known as a SHA2 

secure hash.  The crypto sequence is Encrypt-then-MAC (EtM), which is the strongest form of secure 

digital transmission. 

Digital security is essentially 

unbreakable.  Attempting to 

steal the digital packets 

during transactions is 

useless because the packet 

expires within a few 

seconds, preventing reuse. 

Furthermore, the biometric 

process is asymmetric 

which eliminates the 

opportunity for template 

theft and reuse.  Some 

incorrectly regard the templates as one’s “biometrics”, which again is a significant misunderstanding.  

Because the term biometrics refers to measuring your living features, stealing one’s templates is 

worthless.  It thereby eliminates the threat of the “inside job” attempting to steal and reuse your 

templates. 
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Privacy 

Privacy is defined as the state or condition of being free from being observed, or disturbed by other 

people, or free from public attention.  Privacy is distinctly different from security, though security 

protects privacy.  Lightspeed is a champion of privacy because the biometric database doesn’t include 

any names or any user demographic information.  Lightspeed’s PrivateID architecture 100% correctly 

assigns each user’s BIN (an otherwise meaningless number) to any secure Apps from anywhere there 

are Internet Protocol connections.  The Lightspeed network diagram is shown below features the 

PrivateID servers in the Cloud that operate the biometric software.  The PrivateID architecture separates 

the software and user data that are isolated by secure parent applications, as depicted on the left side.  

The PrivateID architecture ensures the user remains anonymous to the biometric system.  Privacy 

integrity is inherent to the architecture and not threatened by digital prowlers, either external or 

internal. 

Note that the applications shown on the left also apply their own digital security specific for data 

protection. 
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The machine knows who I am! 

Lightspeed mostly operates in 

Identification mode (1:n), which is 

different from Verification mode (1:1).  

Identification mode doesn’t have prior 

knowledge of who a user is or even the 

slightest a clue of prior information.  

Identification mode performs an 

exhaustive search, first at a regional 

level, and next at the national level if 

necessary.  The experience a person 

feels is as if the machine magically 

knows who the user is. 

Lightspeed also supports Verification mode (1:1 match) via cell phone since the cell phone is already 

registered to your identity/person.  Verification mode biometrically confirms your asserted identity 

using lower accuracy biometric scores, which are perfectly satisfactory for verification mode. 

Two-factor or three-factor Authentication (2/3FA) 

There are multiple options for 2/3FA via smart cell phones that include TEE/TPM level security. 2/3FA 

coordinated with the biometric server provides secure, remote access to parent apps using an 

authorized smart phone. 2FA is readily supported via selfie-face.  Though still considered 

“unconstrained,” selfie by phone captures a better image as compared to unconstrained Live Faces in 

the Wild. Selfie images perform satisfactorily for 2FA using 1-to-1 verification with an allowably lower 

pass threshold.   

The Parent App 

Parent Apps for Lightspeed include existing or new healthcare applications, domain logon & single sign-

on, fintech/banking, mass transit access including airports, border control, stadium access, building or 

secure area access, or any digitally connected service that requires protected, proof-positive error-free 

identity. 

A novel technique for Infant footprint biometrics 

Infant identification brings special challenges [7].  The 

conventional ink-and-cardboard footprint ID method is 

completely antiquated.  Iris ID would perform well if 

infants were to have their eyes open more often, but 

they don’t, or at least new parents do not want to 

disturb their slumbering infants. Who could blame 

them?  

Lightspeed delivers the infant ID solution.  It applies a 

novel technique to a very old photographic problem of attempting to image the critical details of very 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trusted_execution_environment
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fine infant footprint minutiae combined with very low texture relief.  Traditional imaging techniques by 

the best cameras and lenses don’t perform adequately for this.   

Lightspeed applies highly directional, colored light splashing streams of 

pure red, green and blue from different angles.  It causes colored 

directional shading that is captured in the color image as differential, 

colored shading. A software process called the Color Photometric Stereo 

(CPS) technique is then applied to an image that greatly enhances the 

texture and contrast of all the minutiae in 3D.  This Lightspeed ID capability 

is easily attached to most popular hand-held cameras.  It also images the 

mother’s fingerprints; simultaneously binding both mother’s and infant’s 

identities into the same image.  Repeating this process, subsequent ID 

matches the identities for high assurance of either or both identities 

together.  Lightspeed delivers accurate automation to the age-old problem of infant identification with 

binding assurance and peace of mind to the infant’s parents. 

Once the infant grows into a toddler, they can understand how to cooperate for a photographic image 

of the face by simply holding still with his/her eyes open and (s)he can easily transition to iris 

identification.  Infants and toddlers’ facial recognition accuracy is poor.  However, development is 

sufficient by age 10 such that facial recognition accuracy becomes significant and added to the fusion 

mix.  Furthermore, throughout life when the user’s last facial template is more than 5 years old, it 

automatically gets updated during use with a fresh facial template.  Lightspeed’s PrivateID server ages 

along with us all.  Irides are stable from birth to death so iris templates do not require updating. 

The Lightspeed Process 

Simplicity is the key.  Lightspeed uses one camera, one lens, and one illuminator.  Live video displayed 

on the monitor helps the user cooperate with the device and confirm liveness.  Then one small blink of 

specially designed near-infrared light is synchronized with capturing a single image for biometric 

processing.  The single image is checked locally for confirming image quality.  The single image is then 

segregated and encoded into the facial template and two iris templates.  Other data such as Parent app 

ID, IP Address, device ID, timestamp, etc. are combined in a single, digitally secure packet and sent to 

the server for biometric matching.  The server outputs the BIN number and IP address to the parent app 

and relinquishes control to the parent app.  The parent app and user connect securely and privately for 

processing information between the two parties. 

Lightspeed USB Fusion Cam mounts on top of any monitor/laptop or USB touchpad 

 

 

 

 

 

Patent 8,254,768 
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Lightspeed ID summary and CTO take-away points: 

• Convenience is the greatest attribute that users enjoy most.  It’s quick, easy, and a profound 

relief not to fumble with passwords and maddening password recovery schemes.  Lightspeed 

provides exhilarating freedom from deficient credential/card based ID systems. 

• Errorless ID: Lightspeed ID provides sufficient accuracy for scalable ID at regional or national 

scale.  Setting an exclusive threshold (e.g., national threshold=10E-17) protects user privacy 

preventing threats by doppelgängers or Big Brother threats.  (Biometric scalability math and 

threshold setting are explained further in the final section of this paper.) 

• Only highly accurate biometrics perform to a scientific level of non-repudiation delivering 100% 

correct identification tightly coupled with transaction traceability data instantly available. 

• Near infrared blink of light splashes over the whole face eliminating lighting variations resulting 

in extraordinary face matching scores (e.g., ~95% facial match attempts achieve 100% face 

match score and ~99% achieve >90% face match scores). 

• Simple, ergonomic user interface 14” ~ 20” (35 cm ~ 50 cm).  Non-contact/hygienic 

• Reliability: Camera MTBF > 10 years 

• Patterns of the iris are stable from birth to death.  The biometric face is digitally stable for at 

least five years.  Lightspeed automatically updates the biometric face template after five years.  

The automatic update ensures constant fusion scores throughout life negating aging changes. 

• PrivateID: Separation and isolation of biometric data and private demographic data. 

• Identity protection for all connected apps and instantly expanding to all new connecting apps. 

• Liveness check coupled with digital security eliminates attempted identity theft or attempted 

biometric template reuse.   Liveness coupled with PrivateID’s externally separated demographic 

data effectively eliminates any adverse impact from a data breach as stolen biometric templates 

are useless to replay against Lightspeed Technology. 

• Users can’t lose, misplace, or forget their biometrics! Facial features are all the ID needed, which 

has been mostly used throughout history (long before passwords existed).  Facial features are 

highly private and requires dedicated user cooperation for 3~5 seconds effectively acting as a 

silent, personal consent for supplying one’s personal ID for each transaction. 

• Lightspeed products are becoming available in several forms; 1) USB connected camera for 

personal computers/laptops/tablets, 2) embedded form for smart terminals and 3) portable 

pocket-cam. 
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A tale of two tails: An in-depth discussion of authentics, impostors, FAR & FRR: 
 
An authentic is a true person associated to digital information representing their identity.  Ideally all 
authentics are correctly matched from the collection of identity information gathered, but that is not 
always the case.  The converse of an authentic is called an impostor; one who may be an unwitting 
impostor computer-matched in the database whose digital identity shares some small similarity with 
one or more authentic individuals.  The impostor group includes some digital doppelgängers.  The FAR 
threshold setting is very carefully applied to distinguish between authentics and impostors.  However, a 
lesser performing biometric system can fall short of distinguishing between the two groups and most 
especially for a few percentage of authentics.  This occurs where the two or more identities overlap by 
the tails of the two population distribution curves.   Starting with a macro-view of the traditional 
Probability Density Function (PDF) are shown below.  The two-state distributions are shown using a 
linear scale indicating where the two PDF tails overlap at the red circled area.  However, when viewing 
the distributions on the linear scale shown, it becomes impossibly difficult to distinguish near-zero 

http://biometrics.nist.gov/cs_links/iris/irexIII/IREX_Supplemental.pdf
http://biometrics.nist.gov/cs_links/iris/irexIII/IREX_Supplemental.pdf
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values beyond either of the +/- 4 tails.  Zooming in beyond the +/- 4 tails is where the important 
performance issues are revealed. 
 

A more meaningful view of the same two 
distributions is revealed by a semi-log plot as 
shown on the left.  The log scale on the Y-axis is the 
probability (P).  Plotting the ‘P’ on the logarithmic 
scale causes a visual magnification of the very small 
probability values within the iris distribution tails.    
For a single iris, the shaded areas would start at 
P=10E-6 at the top and incrementally reduce by 
decades toward the lower end. 
 
The shaded areas represent very small probability 
values for a single but accurate biometric.  Yet for a 

multibiometric system producing higher accuracy, the shaded areas become astronomically small 
probability values starting at a considerably smaller value (e.g., P<10E-17 & lower values by decades). 
 
Another representation with further discussion is available in Figure 1, p. 2 of Prof. Daugman’s 
‘Biometric Decision Landscapes’ that amplifies the overlap areas of the two-state decision problem.  
Though not shown proportionally accurate to the actual values since the authentics mean is artificially 
shifted to the right, the relative size of the overlap areas in Fig. 1 shown provides viewing clarity because 
it is highly exaggerated.  The exaggeration of the tail overlap areas in Fig. 1 helps the reader to 
distinguish the important points for each area of the two overlapping tails. 

 
The scalability for a biometric is directly related to its FAR performance and most especially its FAR 
distribution.  The typical FAR value is the performance metric of merit as it is the mean score of the 
Authentics group.  Biometric scalability along with reasonable FRR is approximated by the square-root of 
the inverse of the typical FAR.  E.g., if the typical (mean) FAR = 10E-5, then that biometric could reliably 
support up to 300 individuals in the database without risking any ID errors while also avoiding an 
unacceptable level of false rejects.  Or for Lightspeed ID with typical fusion FAR score of 10E-43, then the 
entire global population (10E10) can be processed without a single error by setting the threshold at 
FAR<10E-20. 
 
Traditionally the FAR threshold value is selected on the conservative side guaranteeing the rejection of 
all impostors.  Some call the selected threshold value safe and comfortable.  The threshold value setting 
prevents false identifications or Type II errors (false accept) as this type of error is considered an 
unacceptable system error as compared to risking the Type I error (false reject).  An unfortunate 
consequence of selecting a conservative “pass” threshold leaves a small percentage (i.e., <1%) of the 
authentic population not properly identified (falsely rejected or missed).  Those authentics in this FRR 
group are understandably dissatisfied.  Prof. John Daugman summarizes it as follows, ‘The problem is 
NOT that some rogue impostors fall to the left; but some difficult authentics fall to the right.’  
 
We know that these problematic one-percenters (those few on the right-sided tail of the authentics 
population curve) have iris matching scores as poor as a Hamming Distance (HD) of 0.37, which equates 
to approximately 1 in 6750 single iris uniqueness [8].  Low match scores are typically not enough to 
avoid a false rejection with the threshold setting at HD<0.32 that otherwise guarantees a single iris 
accuracy of 1 in 1 million.  However, by combining additional biometric information from both irides and 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/techreports/UCAM-CL-TR-482.pdf
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/techreports/UCAM-CL-TR-482.pdf
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face, it amplifies the initially insufficient information such that most false rejections are eliminated…out 
to the very last of the right-tail authentics. Fusion of two iris HD scores of 0.37 multiplies to <1 in 45 
million uniqueness (1 in 6750^2), then combining with the facial biometric produces fusion uniqueness 
sufficient for errorless ID at national scale (< 10E-17).  Since the mean Lightspeed fusion score is <10E-
43, the resultant FRR is very low (<0.5%). 
 
The combination of greater biometric information creates an abundance of unique features that allows 
the individual iris thresholds to be relaxed as compared to a single iris alone (HD<0.32  HD<0.37 each 
by fusing both iris scores together). By relaxing each of the individual iris thresholds, it avoids a false 
rejection allowing the last of the authentics with marginal single-iris performance to become full 
biometric performers in the biometric fusion category.  As a specific example for either of their eyes, 
some Asian individuals present only a small portion of unobstructed iris for imaging and matching due to 
constricting eyelids that occlude iris information. Matching only a single, partially unobstructed iris 
tends to falsely reject these difficult few despite that they are authentic. However, by fusing both irides 
with face readily produces a total score so that every authentic can be correctly matched without ever 
risking a false match.  Lightspeed fusion fully enables those difficult right-tail authentics. 
 
The important point enabled by the biometric fusion is that the singular, partial and inadequate 
biometric information that was previously rendered useless for those unfortunates in the right tail of the 
authentics distribution becomes useful and repurposed again by fusion. These previously marginalized 
right-tail authentics are now converted to full performers by resurrecting the biometric information by 
combining it with more information, and thus re-enabling it for success in the fusion system. 
 
Special note: 
 
Professor Daugman’s iris encoding is referenced with iris scoring related to Hamming Distance (HD) 
metrics specifically because the encoding and matching software is extensively documented (link).  Prof. 
Daugman’s iris encoding technology is now owned by Idemia (name recently changed in 2017 from 
MorphoTrust).  It is important to recognize the iris performance by the eleven other competitors are 
potentially viable performers as reported and ranked in the NIST IREX IV Interagency Report 7949 (link).  
There are equivalent values for other iris scoring systems available but not included herein.  The HD 
values used are not intended to favor, bias, or eliminate others as a viable iris biometric software suite, 
or similarly for facial software too. 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~jgd1000/
https://www.nist.gov/publications/irex-iv-part-1-evaluation-iris-identification-algorithms

